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Phonetic imitation is the process in which a talker’s pronunciation comes to sound more similar to another person’s after being exposed to their speech. Much of the research on phonetic imitation to date has focused on imitation of specific acoustic dimensions of individual sounds, such as vowel formants (e.g. [1], [4]). However, we know less about imitation of relative measures, such as the acoustic realization of lexical stress. Previous work suggests that there are three acoustic correlates of stress in Spanish: fundamental frequency (F0 - most robust cue), duration, and intensity (least robust cue). In words in isolation, stressed vowels tend to be higher pitched, longer, and louder than unstressed ([7]). Our study contributes to developing our understanding of imitation in relative measures by exploring the imitation of the acoustic realization of Spanish stress. We do this via two experiments: a shadowing task to explore how talkers produce imitation and a perceptual task to see how listeners perceive imitation. We have 3 research questions:

1. Do shadowers imitate the model talkers’ acoustic realization of lexical stress in terms of F0, duration, and intensity?
2. Can listeners perceive that shadowers have imitated and does imitation of the three acoustic correlates of stress contribute to the listeners’ perception that the shadowers have imitated?
3. If so, do listeners use imitation of the acoustic correlates to different extents depending on the strength of those correlates as cues to stress (i.e. F0 > duration > intensity)?

In Experiment 1, 48 female native Mexican Spanish speakers participated in the shadowing task. The participants read aloud 40 Spanish disyllabic words controlled for stress three times (baseline phase), then listened to one of four pre-recorded female native Mexican Spanish-speaking model talkers producing the same words and immediately repeated them (shadowing phase). Vowel duration, mean F0, and mean intensity were measured for both vowels in all words in the model talker, baseline, and shadowed recordings using Praat ([2]). The difference between the values of the first and second vowels for each of F0, duration, and intensity was calculated for all recordings, generating variables we call differentials for each acoustic correlate of stress ([5], [9]).

In Experiment 2, the recordings from the 48 shadower + model talker pairs comprised the stimuli in a 4IAX perceptual experiment ([11]) which 87 Spanish-speaking listeners completed. Listeners heard two pairs of words (XA XB), where X was always the model talker’s token and A and B were either the baseline or shadowed token (counterbalanced) produced by a shadower. The listeners’ task was to decide which of X and A or X and B were more similar to each other. The proportion of trials in which the listeners chose the pair containing the shadowed token is taken to reflect the proportion of trials in which the shadowers imitated. Bayesian mixed-effects models fit using the brms package ([3]) in R ([12]) were used to analyse the data, with linear models for the acoustic data and logistic models for the perceptual data.

Results for Question #1: The shadowers imitated the model talkers on all three differentials, shifting the most on the duration differential, followed by F0, and least on intensity differential.

Results for Questions #2 and #3: The listeners perceived imitation in 53.6% of trials, a proportion significantly higher than 50% (βintercept = 0.14 [0.11, 0.17]) that falls in line with previous subtle results ([10], [13]). Imitation on all three differentials was used to make the judgements; however, the extent to which they were used did not align with the differentials’ strength as cues to stress. Instead, the listeners used imitation of the differentials in relation to how much the shadowers had imitated them. Furthering our understanding of phonetic imitation is
important for developing accounts of second-dialect acquisition and sound change ([8]) and may also have implications for models of teaching and learning second language pronunciation ([6]).


